Geography Quiz: Our World in Superlatives

Do you know the answers to our geo quiz questions?

1. Which is the world's largest continent?
2. Which is the smallest continent?
3. Which continent has the world's highest mountains?
4. Which continent has the most countries?
5. Which continent has the longest mountain range?
6. Which is the world's largest ocean?
7. Which is the planet's longest river?
8. Where is the earth's tallest mountain?
9. Where is the lowest point on the earth's surface?
10. Where are the world's highest waterfalls?
11. Which is the world's deepest lake?
12. What is the planet's biggest lake?
13. Which country has the most islands?
14. Which is the world's biggest archipelago?
15. What is the world's largest island?
16. Which language is spoken by the most people?
17. Which is the world's largest country?
18. Which is the highest capital city in the world?
19. Which is the world's smallest country?
20. Which is the country with the largest population?
21. Which is the most sparsely populated country in the world?
22. Which is the most densely populated country in the world?
23. On which continent is the largest desert in the world?
24. Where is the world’s largest canyon?
25. Which countries share the longest international border?

Total: /25 points
Answers to the Geography Quiz: Our World in Superlatives

1. Asia
2. Oceania/Australia
3. Asia
4. Africa
5. South America
6. Pacific Ocean
7. Nile
8. Mount Everest
9. Dead Sea
10. Venezuela (Angel Falls)
11. Lake Baikal
12. Caspian Sea
13. Sweden
14. Malay Archipelago
15. Greenland
16. Mandarin Chinese
17. Russia
18. La Paz (Bolivia)
19. Vatican City
20. China
21. Namibia
22. Monaco
23. Africa (Sahara)
24. Grand Canyon (USA)
25. Canada and the USA